A helping hand for
Estate and Property Agents
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About us
For twenty-eight years we have been the helping hands our Estate and Property Agent
clients have needed. What began as a pre-press company has grown and diversified
into a complete cross-media production house with all the services you would expect.
So, whether it is a complete rebrand, a highly targeted campaign, or just keeping your
negotiators in business cards – we have all the solutions and expertise required to help
you achieve and exceed your marketing goals.

Artwork & Design
Print Production
Digital Production
Wallpaper
Window Graphics
Brand & Campaign Management
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Benham & Reveves
Established in 1958, Benham & Reeves (B&R) now have over 30 employees spread
over four offices in some of North West London’s most prestigious postcodes.
Datum has worked extensively with B&R helping them deliver highly-targeted,
highly impactful acquisition campaigns. Based on precise demographics we were
able to deliver personalised mailers to exactly the audience B&R wanted. On a slightly
grander scale, we also designed a bus livery that was deployed on buses in Hong Kong
to help drive awareness and interest from that territory.

Design, Direct Mail, Campaign Management, Outdoor
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Clarke Hillyer
Clark Hillyer have an incredibly proud heritage that can be traced all the way back
to their foundation in 1885. Specialising in the East London and West Essex locales,
Clark Hillyer offer a combination of residential and commercial sales and lettings
services. Clark Hillyer call on us whenever they need new or replenished business
cards and comp slips. We are able to quickly turn the order around and ensure that
they are never without such vital tools of the trade.

High End Property Brochures

Printed Stationery
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easyProperty
easyProperty have a simple aim – to make property easy. They have embraced online
and digital and are now offering customers tailored solutions at price points often
lower than traditional agents can achieve. They work on a franchise model, which
brings its own challenges with regards to brand consistency across multiple virtual
“branches”. That is where we come in – we store standard, approved templates on
our marketing portal and franchise owners can log on 24/7, add personalisation and
order deliveries. Everything is trackable and individual franchise owners can be billed
for what they request. No locally produced collateral – just consistent, high-quality
materials that protect and enhance the easyProperty brand, all managed from a
single portal.

Online Ordering Portal
Printed Direct Mail Packs
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Hudson Property
Hudsons was founded in 2002 with the clear mission to deliver a first class, highly
personal service that goes well beyond traditional expectations. Covering Fitzrovia
and the neighbouring areas, Hudsons have carved out a reputation for exceptional
service that also delivers results. We have worked extensively to help them achieve
these aims. Whether it is producing best in class tender documents, innovative direct
mail pieces or working with them on their 15,000 circulation magazine – we have used
our marketing skills to help compliment their property expertise.

Tender Documents

Direct Mail

Promotional

Merchandise

Design, Printed & Online Digital Adverts
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Hudson Property
Customer contact is key and we work with Hudsons’ CRM system to ensure that
customers receive personalised birthday and property purchase anniversary greeting
cards. We do all the background work leaving Hudsons to benefit from engaged and
loyal clients.

Printed Marketing Pieces

Design, Printed Local Catalogue Mailer
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Johns & Co
Johns & Co is the specialist agent for London’s new developments and premium new
homes with four branches across the city. We have worked with them in a number of
ways. We provide signage and branded graphics for new offices and marketing suites.
We also utilised our design expertise to enhance their tender documents incorporating
innovative techniques such as Perfect Binding and other specialist finishes.
This ensures that their collateral and marketing materials are reflective of the
premium nature of their brand and of the properties they are marketing.

Window Graphics

Pavement Signage
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Pikes
Pikes are a Hertfordshire-based estate agency with a specialism in the Student letting
market. With a modern, technology-driven approach to business, Pikes asked us to
help deliver a complete rebrand that would accurately reflect their approach and ethos.
From concept through to artwork and printing, we were delighted to be able to deliver
the fresh, approachable and appealing look that perfectly reflects what their brand
stands for.

Rebrand, Design, Print
To let, For Sale Signage
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Raine & Co
From their inception in 1991, Raine and Co have grown to be one of the largest
independent estate agencies in Hertfordshire. With branches across the county, as
well as Central London, they are also present in Spain, Portugal and Dubai. We have
been proud to work with them through their growth and have undertaken numerous
projects encompassing design, direct mail campaigns and general print support.

Press Adverts

Local Direct Marketing
Design, Printing, Direct Mail

